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Graphical symbols for diagrams

Access all symbols in just one click
www.iso.org/iso/obp-diagrams

This online collection provides symbols for use in diagrams, technical drawings and other related applications. It includes graphical symbols for most technical fields, such as installation diagrams and network maps for pipelines, ducts and electrical connections. These internationally harmonized symbols are designed to help create globally recognizable projects.

How many symbols are in the collection?
• More than 1100 symbols

What are the available download formats?
• EPS, DWG

What kind of industries use the collection?
• Aerospace, chemical, computer, energy and water industries

Which sectors are covered?
• CAD, CAM, DTP, hardware development, industrial engineering, electrical power, petroleum, industrial design

What are the principal benefits?
• Raw files:
  ▶ Rescale images as desired thanks to vectorized format
  ▶ Make modifications to symbols
  ▶ Change colours
  ▶ Obtain high-resolution images
• Up-to-date content:
  Get new symbols added to your collection at no additional cost throughout the year

This collection is available on ISO’s Online Browsing Platform (OBP)
www.iso.org/obp

The OBP is a one-stop shop where you will find the entire collection of ISO International Standards as well as related material such as international symbols, terms and definitions, and country codes.

Subscribe now

With a yearly subscription to this online collection, you are guaranteed:
• Your personal library where you will find your selected portfolio of standards
• Easy navigation through embedded links to other documents
• A multiple language interface that lets you reach identical sections of a document in other language versions
• Access from any device as long as you have an Internet connection

Access all collections at:
www.iso.org/obp
+41 22 749 08 88
customerservice@iso.org